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Title: A Learning Approah for Nonlinear Priing ProblemAuthor: Kimmo BergSystems Analysis LaboratoryAalto University Shool of Siene and TehnologyP.O. Box 11100, 00076 Aalto, Finlandkimmo.berg�tkk.�Date: Deember 2010Abstrat: Quantity disounts are frequent both in everyday life and in business.Take, for example, produt priing, gas and eletriity priing, trans-portation and postage priing, teleommuniations, able TV and Inter-net aess priing. These are all examples of nonlinear priing, where theselling �rm designs di�erentiated produts and pries them aording tothe �rm's marketing strategy. Nonlinear priing is also a general modelof inomplete information and it has a plenty of appliations, suh asregulation, taxation and designing labor ontrats.This Dissertation develops a new learning approah for the nonlinearpriing problem, where the selling �rm has limited information aboutthe buyers' preferenes. The main ontributions are i) to show how the�rm an learn what kind of produts should be put up for sale, and whatinformation the �rm needs to do this, ii) to introdue a new approah inmodeling inomplete information using optimality onditions, iii) to ana-lyze mathematially the general priing problem with many buyer typesand multiple quality dimensions, and iv) to examine the omputationalissues of solving the priing problem.The learning method is based on selling the produt repeatedly. The �rmsets linear tari�s, from whih the buyers selet the produt they wish toonsume. This reveals the buyers' marginal valuations, whih is exatlythe information that is needed to evaluate the optimality onditions.By evaluating the di�erent optimality onditions, the �rm learns thebuyers who get the same produt at the optimum and the buyers whoare exluded. Di�erent learning paths are examined in terms of pro�t,learning time and the buyers' preferenes.Keywords: nonlinear priing, inomplete information, learning, adjustment, meha-nism design, omputation



Otsikko: Oppimismenetelmä epälineaarisessa hinnoittelussaTekijä: Kimmo BergSysteemianalyysin laboratorioAalto-yliopiston teknillinen korkeakouluPL 11100, 00076 Aaltokimmo.berg�tkk.�Päiväys: Joulukuu 2010Tiivistelmä: Ostettuun määrään perustuvat alennukset ovat yleisiä sekä arjessa ettäliike-elämässä. Hyviä esimerkkejä ovat mm. tuotteiden hinnoittelu (otakolme, maksa kaksi), kaukolämmön ja sähkön hinnoittelu, liikenteen jakuljetusten hinnoittelu, telekommunikaatio-, kaapelitelevisio- ja Internetyhteyksien hinnoittelu. Nämä ovat kaikki esimerkkejä epälineaarisestahinnoittelusta, missä myyvä yritys suunnittelee valikoiman erilaisia tuot-teita ja hinnoittelee ne yrityksen markkinointistrategian mukaisesti. Epä-lineaarisen hinnoittelun matemaattinen malli on lisäksi yksi keskeisimpiäepätäydellisen informaation malleja, ja sillä on useita sovelluksia, kutensääntely, verotus ja työsopimusten suunnittelu.Tässä väitöskirjassa kehitetään uusi oppimiseen perustuva lähes-tymistapa epälineaarisen hinnoittelun tehtävässä, jossa yritys eitarkalleen tiedä asiakkaiden mieltymyksiä. Työn päätavoitteet ovat1) näyttää miten yritys voi oppia millaisia tuotteita sen tulisi myydä jamitä informaatiota yritys tarvitsee tähän, 2) esitellä uusi epätäydelliseninformaation mallinnustapa käyttäen optimaalisuusehtoja, 3) analysoidamatemaattisesti yleistä hinnoitteluongelmaa, jossa on useita ostajia jalaatudimensioita, ja lisäksi 4) tutkia hinnoitteluongelman laskennankysymyksiä.Oppimismenetelmä perustuu tuotteiden toistettuun myymiseen. Yritysasettaa lineaarisia tari�eja, joista asiakkaat valitsevat haluamansa tuot-teen. Asiakkaiden tekemä valinta paljastaa heidän marginaalisen hyö-dyn, mikä on juuri yrityksen tarvitsema informaatio optimaalisuusehtojakäytettäessä. Kokeilemalla erilaisia optimaalisuusehtoja, yritys oppii neasiakkaat joille myydään samaa tuotetta ja ne asiakkaat joille ei kannatamyydä tuotetta laisinkaan. Työssä tutkitaan erilaisia oppimismenetelmiäeri kriteerien valossa, kuten oppimisaika, yrityksen voitto ja ostajien miel-tymykset oppimisaikana.Avainsanat: hinnoittelu, epätäydellinen informaatio, oppiminen, mekanismin suunnit-telu, laskenta
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1 Introdution'I should like to buy an egg, please,' she said timidly. 'How do you sell them?'�Fivepene farthing for one -- Twopene for two,' the Sheep replied.'Then two are heaper than one?' Alie said in a surprised tone, taking out her purse.'Only you MUST eat them both, if you buy two,' said the Sheep.'Then I'll have ONE, please,' said Alie, as she put the money down on the ounter.For she thought to herself, 'They mightn't be at all nie, you know.'Through the Looking-Glass, Lewis Carroll (Carroll 1871, Chapter V)The pries have very important role in soiety. The �rms use priing in marketingtheir produts, and the pries a�et the �rms' prodution deisions. The pries alsoease the exhange of goods and they arry information about the values of the produtsand servies. The pries a�et both the demand and the supply side of the eonomy,and thus the pries are assoiated with eonomi e�ieny. But where do the priesome from?There are almost as many mehanisms to trade a produt as there are di�erent kindof produts. Bargaining proesses an be used in selling or buying expensive or uniqueitems. For example, in 1626 the Duth olonizer Peter Minuit aquired Manhattan islandfrom native Amerians in exhange for trade goods worth 24 dollars. Modern alterna-tives for bargaining are di�erent kinds of autions, where the partiipants ompete bybidding, i.e., o�ering a prie for the produt. The autions are used, e.g., in selling an-tique, art, olletibles, estate and �owers, just to name a few. In eletriity autions, thebids to buy and the o�ers to sell determine the trading pries. The long-term ontratsand the derivatives, suh as futures and options, an be traded in exhange markets.For example, Nord Pool founded in 1996 is the world's �rst multinational exhange fortrading eletri power between Norway, Denmark, Sweden and Finland. Eletriity isan example of a ommodity that is di�ult to store, whih is one reason why it has aspeial trading mehanism.The most ommon priing mehanisms are, however, posted prie mehanisms (El-maghraby and Keskinoak 2003), where the seller sets the pries and the buyers hoosethe produt they wish to onsume or buy nothing at all. For example, a �rm providingpubli transportation may set the fares based on the distane of the trip, zones or theperiod of time. The pries may be set to maximize the �rm's revenue, reover osts,or if the �rm is owned by the government then maximize the soial welfare under bud-get onstraints (Wilson 1993). Similar appliations are mobile phone subsription and1



broadband Internet aess priing, where the pries may depend on the number of SMSmessages sent, nominal data rate (Mbit/s), loation and the tehnology used. Theseare examples of nonlinear priing, where the seller designs di�erentiated produts withsuitable pries.One important fator in priing is the market struture, i.e., how many buyers andsellers there are in the market and what is their market power (Mas-Colell et al 1995).If the market onsists of a monopoly and many buyers, then it is said that the monopolyis a prie maker and has high market power whereas the buyers are prie takers andhave no market power. On the other hand, if the market allows free entry and there aremany produers, then it is a perfetly ompetitive market and the �rms are prie takers.Between these two extremes there are di�erent oligopolies, e.g., the lassi Cournot andBertrand models, artel and imperfet ompetition models, where a small number of�rms ontrol the market.Another important fator is information asymmetry. If a �rm is selling a produt toa group of buyers and is planning the prie, then is it reasonable to assume that the �rmknows how muh the buyers are willing to pay for the produt? The �rms rarely haveomplete information about the buyers' preferenes, but on the other hand that maynot be needed to ahieve the optimal priing. There are many approahes to solve theproblem of inomplete information. The �rm may estimate the demand with di�erentmethods, i.e., get the probability distribution over the buyers' valuations, or the �rmmay learn good pries by selling the produt repeatedly and adjusting the pries.This Dissertation develops a new learning approah for the nonlinear priing prob-lem, where the seller has limited information about the buyers' preferenes. Mathemat-ial theory and numerial methods are developed, where the �rm uses spei� priingshemes to reveal information about the buyers' valuations. The aquired informationis then used in adjusting the pries towards the �rm's objetives. More expliitly, Pa-pers [I℄ and [II℄ develop the learning approah when so-alled single-rossing propertyholds. Papers [III℄ and [IV℄ analyze the more general nonlinear priing problem wherethe produt has multiple harateristis or qualities. These papers also examine theomputational issues of solving the problem numerially. Paper [V℄ ompares the opti-mal learning path omputed with omplete information against the di�erent methodsthat use only limited information. This paper gives a new estimate to the value of in-formation and a suggestion for a good learning method when the whole learning periodis onsidered. 2



This summary is strutured as follows. Setion 2 disusses the di�erent funtions ofpriing. Setion 3 introdues the basi priing models. Nonlinear priing is an applia-tion of a general model of asymmetri information, whih is disussed in Setion 4. Thedi�erent approahes to model inomplete information and learning in priing problemsare disussed in Setion 5. Setion 6 summarizes the ontributions of the Dissertation.Finally, future researh diretions and onlusions are presented in Setion 7.2 Role of PriesBefore money was invented the trading was based on barter and gift eonomis. Barteris based on the oinidene of wants, where goods or servies are exhanged withoutthe medium of exhange, suh as money. The idea of gift eonomis an, however, beinterpreted through soial status and reiproal altruism. You hand out gifts and dofavors, and doing so you expet to gain higher status and get the same treatment bakin similar situations. The role of money was formalized in Babylonia when debt and lawodes were developed. The interest on debt is a ompensation in money for breakingthe law of not paying bak in time. The money is also a solution to the oinidene ofwants problem, and the pries give a measure of value to the goods and servies.The pries do not neessarily re�et the exat value of the good to the seller northe buyer. For example, the Russians sold Alaska in 1867 to the United States for
7.2 million dollars. Aording to Bolkhovitinov (2003), the Russians were expeting 5million dollars and probably the United States valued the land more than the �nal sumof 7.2 millions. The prie, however, re�eted more the Russian �nanial position andthe military state after the Crimean War rather than the value of the land.In neolassial eonomis the pries and the market equilibrium is determined by thesupply and the demand. The pries itself are just transfers that determine the redistri-bution of inome between the parties in the eonomy. The important role of pries omesfrom the indiret e�et. The pries in�uene the eonomi e�ieny by a�eting boththe supply and demand side through the �rms' prodution and the onsumers' purhasedeisions. From the soiety's point of view, it is important to design the markets sothat the pries are formed and the parties behave in an e�ient way. Mehanism designtheory is a suitable framework for studying this kind of problems, where the emphasis ison inentives and private information. Mehanism design and its relation to nonlinearpriing is disussed more in Setion 4. 3



Besides the e�ient utilization of resoures, priing has several other roles in pratie(Wilson 1993). Priing is one aspet of the four Ps in the marketing mix, whih alsoinludes Produt, Promotion and Plae. Priing an be used in ost reovery, �rm'sstrategy, ompetition, market penetration and apturing market share, growth, produtplaement and positioning (Dobson and Kalish 1988), prie skimming, revenue manage-ment and pro�t maximization, inventory learane sales, and signaling the quality of theprodut (MConnell 1968), among other things. The prie itself may also be the wholebusiness idea of a �rm. For example, a dollar store is a retail store that sells inexpensiveitems, usually with a single prie for all items in the store. As there are several rolesof pries, there are almost as many priing models. Some of these are disussed in thenext setion.3 Modeling the Priing SituationPriing is a form of art and eonomi models will probably never beat a good ar sales-man in making the sales. But leaving psyhologial and soiologial issues aside, the pri-ing models apture many important priniples and pratial onsiderations (Nagle 1984)inluding inventory priing (Karlin and Carr 1962, Elmaghraby and Keskinoak 2003),apaity and peak load priing (Oren et al 1985), road and ongestion priing (Vikrey1952), priority priing, prie disrimination (Pigou 1932, Phlips 1988, Armstrong 2006,Stole 2007, Armstrong 2008), spatial priing (Hotelling 1929), priing durable goods,zone priing, asset and stok priing (Blak and Sholes 1973, Merton 1973), retail pri-ing (Lazear 1986) and bundling produts (Stigler 1963, Adams and Yellen 1976, Palfrey1983), again to make the long list short.Priing an be modeled on di�erent levels of abstration, inluding industry, marketand transation levels. The industry level examines the supplier side prie hanges andthe ustomer demand hanges. The market level fouses on the ompetition betweenthe produts on the market, di�erentiation and ustomization issues. Priing at thetransation level examines the disounts o� the list pries. For example, a supplier mayset di�erent disount perentages for a ustomer on the di�erent produt lines dependingon the volume of the sales of eah line.The simpliity of the tari� may also be an important aspet of priing. A monthly�at rate may be easier to implement and more onvenient than ompliated tari�s basedon multiple fators. The more ompliated tari�s allow, however, more e�ient priing4



where the osts are distributed based on the servie usage. For example, in pay-per-view the ustomer pays only for the hosen television shows and the residential waterand eletriity osts may be divided based on water and eletriity meters in housingooperatives rather than dividing the osts based on �at rate per person or household.Market equilibrium and market behavior depend strongly on the market struture(Mas-Colell et al 1995). In perfetly ompetitive market, the goods are traded at publilyknown pries and the sellers and the buyers at as prie takers. Aording to thefundamental theorems of welfare eonomis, the equilibria of ompetitive markets arePareto e�ient. The assumptions of ompetitive market do not, however, hold in realmarkets and the alloations may not be e�ient, whih is alled as market failure.The market failure originates often from externalities, asymmetri information and non-ompetition, where the �rms may have barriers to enter the market or some �rms havemarket power. Examples of suh are monopoly (Spene 1977b, Mussa and Rosen 1978,Maskin and Riley 1984) and oligopoly priing models (Spene 1977a, Oren and Wilson1983, Ivaldi and Martimort 1993), whih inlude Cournot and Bertrand duopoly models,ollusion and artels modeled with repeated games (Green and Porter 1984, Abreu et al1986; 1990) and supply funtion equilibria (Klemperer and Meyer 1989).In this Dissertation the main assumptions are that the seller an set the pries anddi�erentiate the produt, e.g., sell di�erent quantities or qualities of the produt. Whenthe tari� is not stritly proportional to the quantity purhased, the priing situationis alled as nonlinear priing (Wilson 1993). The main fous is to study inompleteinformation in a monopoly model, even though the model ould be extended to inludeompetition by making small hanges to the model. In the next setion, it is disussedthat the mathematial model is a general model of ontrating under asymmetri infor-mation, and thus the results of this Dissertation apply as well to the other appliations,suh as taxation and regulation.4 Models of Asymmetri InformationInformation, unertainty and ignorane are one of the most important aspets of mod-eling in eonomis (Stigler 1961, Arrow 1963). The ornerstone of modeling the in-omplete information was laid in 1967 when John C. Harsanyi de�ned the Bayesiangame (Harsanyi 1967�1968). The theory of unertainty spread to the appliations ofeonomis suh as the market for lemons (Akerlof 1970), i.e., the market of used ars,5



taxation (Mirrlees 1971), sreening (Stiglitz 1975), monopoly priing (Spene 1977b;1980, Mussa and Rosen 1978, Harris and Raviv 1981), insurane (Stiglitz 1977), au-tions (Myerson 1981, Riley and Samuelson 1981), redit rationing (Stiglitz and Weiss1981) and regulation (Baron and Myerson 1982). What is most surprising about thesemodels is that they all have similar mathematial models. They an all be modeled withontrat theory (Bolton and Dewatripont 2005) and prinipal-agent framework (Ross1973, Grossman and Hart 1983).The prinipal agent models an be divided into two broad ategories: adverse se-letion (Riley 2001, Stiglitz 2002) and moral hazard (Holmstrom 1979; 1982). Moralhazard is also known as the model of hidden ation, where the prinipal annot per-fetly monitor the agent's ation. For example, a �rm may ondition the manager's wagebased on the �rm's pro�t but not on the manager's atual e�ort. Adverse seletion isalso known as the model of hidden information, and it an be modeled with signal-ing (Spene 1973) and sreening games. In job market signaling, a worker signals herompetene to the employer, e.g., by aquiring eduational redentials. The employerassumes a good signal is orrelated with greater ability to work and o�ers a higher wage.An example of a sreening or self-seletion appliation is the nonlinear priing model.A monopolisti seller produes a produt to a market with two types of buyers: ahigh type that values the quality more and is willing to pay more for the produtand a low type with lower valuation for quality. The monopoly designs two produtswith di�erent qualities so that the pro�t is maximized and the buyer types hoose theproduts intended for them, i.e., the high type hooses the high quality bundle and thelow type the low quality bundle. The buyers may hoose any bundle they wish or buynothing at all, and the �rm must take this into aount when designing the bundles,that is, the qualities and their pries. The inomplete information here means that themonopoly may not give individual o�ers to the di�erent buyer types, i.e., the monopolydoes not distinguish the buyers.Another example is monopoly regulation (Baron and Myerson 1982). A governmentregulates a �rm so that it does not behave as a monopoly. The government has, however,inomplete information about the �rm's osts. The government designs a paymentsheme to the �rm whih is based on the �rm's prodution level so that the soialsurplus is maximized. A higher prodution level means a bigger payment to the �rm,and the �rm hooses the prodution level based on its true osts and the designedpayment sheme. 6



The sreening model is also an instane of mehanism design (Mas-Colell et al 1995,Nisan and Ronen 2001, Conitzer and Sandholm 2002, Dash et al 2003), whih examinesdi�erent mehanisms with whih desirable outomes ould be ahieved. The fous ofmehanism design is on identifying desirable goals, the players' private information,the players' inentives to at in a desirable way and the implementation of the goalswith a mehanism. The study of mehanism design originates from resoure alloationproblems (Hurwiz 1960; 1972; 1973, Hurwiz et al 1975).5 Priing under Inomplete Information and LearningNonlinear priing is an appliation of the general sreening model. It is not just onemathematial model but multiple models that di�er slightly depending on whether thebuyer type is modeled with ontinuous or disrete distribution, and whether the produthas multiple or only one quality dimension. For example, the model of Spene (1980) isa disrete type, multidimensional model where the dimension is interpreted as quantity,whereas the model of Mussa and Rosen (1978) is a ontinuous type model with a produtof single quality. The multidimensional models are examined in Wilson (1991; 1993),Armstrong (1996), Rohet and Chone (1998), Armstrong (1999), Armstrong and Rohet(1999), Armstrong and Vikers (2000), Rohet and Stole (2003), Nahata et al (2004),Basov (2005); see Räsänen et al (1997) for an appliation in eletriity markets.The mathematial model has many interpretations. The model an be interpretedas the seller's unertainty about the buyer's preferenes. The probability distributiondesribes the seller's belief over the possible buyer types. The model an also be inter-preted as self-seletion model where there is no inomplete information but a priingrule that enfores publi pries. The seller designs a publi tari�, and the buyers self-selet the bundle they wish to onsume from the tari�. The distribution now desribesthe frations of di�erent buyer types in the population. When the priing situation isexamined as a single deision problem, the interpretation does not play a big role, butit does when the priing situation is repeated. It is a di�erent situation if there is apopulation of buyers rather than one buyer whose valuation is unknown.When the seller has limited information and the priing situation is repeated, thequestion arises whether the seller an learn the optimal priing or not. And if theseller an, then what is the best way to learn it under di�erent assumptions. There are7



many approahes to model learning (Fudenberg and Levine 1999) and inomplete infor-mation. These inlude Bayesian tehniques (Keller and Rady 1999), autions (Myerson1981), multiagent learning (Sandholm 2007), reinforement and Q-learning (Tesauro andKephart 2002), di�erent heuristi methods suh as hill limbing methods (Brooks et al2002), ative and passive learning (Balvers and Cosimano 1990, Braden and Oren 1994,Bishi et al 2008), tatonnement and Cournot adjustment (Kitti 2010), dynami program-ming (Bertsimas and Perakis 2006), dynami priing (Elmaghraby and Keskinoak 2003,Garia et al 2005), stohasti programming and robust optimization (Adida and Perakis2006) and di�erent nonparametri methods (Carlier 2002).When learning is modeled it is important to de�ne what the players know, how theyhoose the strategies, how they gain more information and what is the interpretation(Camerer 2003). The most simple models that do not require muh sophistiationfrom the players are evolutionary, imitation and reinforement approahes. In moresophistiated rule and belief-based models the players update their beliefs about whatothers will do and hoose the strategies based on these beliefs. The sophistiation allowsthe players to experiment atively and produe information about the other players. Inpriing the tradeo� in experimentation is between the gain of information and higherpro�ts in the future against the lower pro�t now.In this Dissertation it is assumed that a monopolisti �rm sells a produt to a largepopulation of buyers with di�erent valuations. The �rm does not know exatly thebuyers' preferenes but segments the buyers with similar preferenes into groups. Forsimpliity, it is assumed that the �rm knows the number and the sizes of the groups, i.e.,the number of buyers in a group, but does not know the utility funtions that representeah group. The �rm designs priing shedules that produe information about theutility funtions so that the �rm an learn how to sell the produt more pro�tably. Thelearning is based on the assumption of buyers' myopiity. A myopi behavior means thatthe buyers hoose the bundles from the priing shedule by maximizing their utilities.The learning approah is nonparametri in the sense that the �rm needs not assumeany probability distribution over the utility funtions nor assume any spei� shape ofutility funtions. The good thing about this is that it allows generalization and avoidsmaking wrong assumptions when the utility funtions are unknown. On the ontrary,if the �rm knows the shape of utility funtions, then it should be taken into aount inthe method and it may speed up the learning proess. The learning approah an alsobe seen as gradient or reinforement learning, where the �rm estimates the diretion ofpro�t inrease and adjusts the priing shedule towards this diretion.8



6 ContributionsPapers [I℄ and [II℄ show how the �rm an learn the optimal solution in a priing problemwhere the produt has a single quality dimension. Paper [I℄ studies a priing problemwith two buyer types and suggests an adjustment approah using disrete steps. It isreasonable to assume only two types in some appliations, e.g., in priing phoneallswhere there are two natural ustomer segments of business and personal use (Jain et al1999). Paper [II℄ is an extension to more than two ustomer segments.Papers [III℄ and [IV℄ examine the multidimensional problem where the buyers' utilityfuntions need not be ordered. Paper [III℄ analyzes the problem mathematially andexamines what modi�ations need to be done in the learning method. Paper [IV℄ gives aninterpretation to the Lagrange multipliers of the problem and studies the omputationalside of the problem.Paper [V℄ examines ontinuous learning paths instead of using disrete steps. Themethods that use limited information are ompared with eah other and the optimalpath whih is omputed with omplete information. The main idea of the paper is to�nd good methods under di�erent riteria when the whole learning period is onsidered.The ontributions of eah paper are now explained more thoroughly.6.1 Adjustment in a Unidimensional ProblemThe adjustment approah was introdued in Ehtamo et al (2002) and Kitti and Ehtamo(2009), where it is shown that the equilibrium arises as a long run outome of anadjustment proess. In Ehtamo et al (2002), the players who grope their way towardsthe Pareto optimal outome have only one type. They also postulate an extra player, amediator, who ould help the prinipal and the agent in the negotiations. The mediatorould �nd the equlibrium by using linear ontrats without knowing the parties' utilityfuntions.Paper [I℄ takes another view on the adjustment approah. It is assumed that themonopolisti seller an set the pries, and there are two types of buyers. The adjustmentis now more ompliated as the equilibrium is not a single negotiable variable andits prie but two quantity-prie bundles, that is, one for eah buyer type. The aimof the adjustment is also di�erent. The seller adjusts the prie shedule towards the9



pro�t-maximizing solution, whih may not be Pareto optimal. The method to revealinformation about the buyers' preferenes is similar to Ehtamo et al (2002). When theseller o�ers the buyers a linear tari�, the buyer's hoie of utility-maximizing amountwill reveal the slope of the utility funtion at that hosen quantity. With this informationthe seller may adjust the bundles towards the optimal solution.Paper [I℄ develops the optimality onditions for the priing problem under standardassumptions made in the literature, and it shows how these onditions an be used inadjusting the prie shedule under limited information. The assumptions eliminate somepathologial priing situations, and they make it possible to learn the optimal bundlesusing only loal information about the buyers' preferenes. It is examined in Paper [III℄that the relaxation of the assumptions adds little omplexity to solving the problemwith only two buyer types. Paper [I℄ assumes the standard single-rossing property,whih restrits the shape of buyer types' utility funtions. This ombined with theother assumptions mean that it is optimal to sell positive amounts to both buyers, thesolution is never Pareto optimal and ertain onstraints are ative in the optimum. Itis disussed in Paper [III℄ that the optimal bundles may atually be e�ient and theutility funtions need not be peuliar for this to happen. When the more general utilityfuntions are allowed, also the adjustment method needs to be modi�ed a little fromwhat is presented in Paper [I℄.The optimality onditions in Paper [I℄ give the equations that determine the optimalbundles. There are two equations for the optimal pries. The �rst equation means thatthe buyer type who values the produt less, the low type, is indi�erent between havingthe bundle or not, i.e., the prie equals the valuation. The seond equation means thatthe buyer type who values the produt more, the high type, is indi�erent between thehigh and low bundles, i.e., the prie di�erene equals the valuation di�erene of thebundles. There are also two equations for the optimal quantities. The equation forhigh type means that the marginal valuation equals the marginal ost at the optimalquantity. The equation for low type means that the marginal pro�t of the low bundleequals the di�erene of marginal valuations at the optimal quantity. So, from the seller'spoint of view the optimal quantities depend on the marginal valuations, and the optimalpries depend on the valuations itself. Furthermore, the optimal pries depend on theoptimal quantities and not vie versa, and thus the optimal quantities should be solved�rst. Also, the optimal prie of high bundle depends on the optimal prie of the lowbundle. This means that there is a natural order in whih to solve the optimal bundles.To solve the optimal quantities, the seller needs to know the buyers' marginal val-10



uations. For the high bundle, the marginal valuation should equal the marginal ost.The seller an learn this quantity by o�ering linear tari�s as was initially suggested inEhtamo et al (2002). The seller sets a slope for the tari� and adjusts it so that theoptimality ondition is met. The seller learns the marginal valuations sine the buyershoose pro�t-maximizing quantities from the linear tari�. There is, however, a betterway to �nd the optimal quantity in one iteration. The seller an use its ost funtionplus onstant as a nonlinear tari�, and the buyers now hoose automatially quantitiesso that the marginal valuations equal the marginal osts.Learning the optimal quantity for the low bundle is a bit more ompliated and itis the main idea of Paper [I℄. Sine the optimality ondition involves both the marginalvaluations of low and high types, the equation onsists of two unknown terms for theseller. The seller ould o�er multiple linear tari�s and adjust the slopes so that bothtypes hoose the same quantity. This way the seller ould evaluate the optimalityondition at a ertain quantity, and learn whether this quantity is lower or higher thanthe optimal amount. But again there is another way to evaluate the optimality onditionin just two iterations. The idea is that the seller may �rst solve the low type's marginalvaluation at some quantity and then solve what the high type's slope should be in orderto satisfy the optimality ondition. The seller then sets a tari� with this omputed slopeand tests whether it is the real marginal valuation for the high type or not. This waythe seller learns whether the quantity is lower or higher than the optimal amount, andit gives the diretion for adjustment.One the optimal quantities are found, the �nal step is to �nd the optimal pries.The pries an be learned by raising and lowering the pries and giving the buyers takeit or leave it o�ers. The seller learns that the prie is too high when the buyer refusesto buy its bundle. The �rm an now �nd the optimal prie with a simple method.Paper [II℄ is a generalization to more than two buyer types. It analyzes the problemmathematially, examines what happens when there are many buyer types and showshow the learning method should be modi�ed. The most fundamental hange with manybuyer types is that some types may get the same bundle at the optimum and this isalled as bunhing. It may also be optimal that the �rm does not sell the produt to allbuyer types, whih is alled as exlusion. This means that di�erent types are bunhedand exluded when the buyers have di�erent utility funtions. From the learning pointof view the �rm does neither know the ative onstraints at the optimum nor the orretoptimality onditions to be solved. But it is shown that when the single-rossing and11



appropriate onvexity assumptions hold the seller an learn the optimal struture, i.e.,who to bunh and who to exlude.The �rst observation is that the optimality onditions onsist of a marginal valuationof the lowest type in the bunh and a marginal valuation of the type above the highesttype in the bunh. So again, the onditions onsist of two unknown terms for the seller.Proposition 1 in Paper [II℄ shows a way to learn whih types should be bunhed andexluded. This adds another step in the learning method. The seller �rst learns whoto bunh while the produt's quality is adjusted. This is done by evaluating multipleoptimality onditions. When the optimal bunh is known, the learning method is similarto the method in Paper [I℄ as only one ondition needs to be evaluated. Paper [II℄ alsoo�ers some improvements to the learning method by introduing intervals and areas ofunertainty. It is also suggested that the buyers' utility funtions ould be approximatedand estimated olletively rather than one by one, whih ould improve the learningmethod when there are many buyer types.6.2 Multiple Dimensions and General Utility FuntionsAll theories have limiting assumptions. In nonlinear priing, one of these assumptions isthe single-rossing property and the related Spene-Mirrlees ondition (Edlin and Shan-non 1998). This ondition restrits the shape of buyers' utility funtions and assumesthat the valuations an be ordered. The single-rossing ondition was introdued inthe multidimensional problem by MAfee and MMillan (1988). They showed that themultidimensional problem an be redued to the single dimensional problem and thusit an be solved the same way provided that the single-rossing ondition is satis�ed.It has been later examined what happens when the assumption is not valid anymore(Wilson 1993; 1995, Araujo and Moreira 1999, Nahata et al 2001; 2003), i.e., the buyers'utility funtions an be of general shape and the valuations need not be ordered thesame way in all dimensions.From the mathematial point of view, the relaxation of the single-rossing onditionis dramati as the assumption simpli�es the problem onsiderably. Under the assump-tion, only small number of onstraints, i.e., the loal downward onstraints (Maskinand Riley 1984), an be ative at the optimum. This means that the struture of thesolution is of hain type (Nahata et al 2004). From the eonomi point of view, theassumption a�ets the e�ieny of the solution (Andersson 2005, Nahata et al 2006,12



Andersson 2008). Under the assumption, only the highest buyer type gets the e�ientbundle, whereas the whole solution may be e�ient when the valuations are appropriate,for example, when the buyers are not interested in eah others' bundles.From the learning point of view, the assumption has signi�ane for two reasons.Firstly, the seller an learn the ative onstraints easily, as was shown in Paper [II℄,sine there are not so many ombinations as there an be without the single-rossingassumption. Seondly, the optimality onditions onsist of no more than two types'marginal valuations, whereas the onditions may have many marginal valuations whenthe assumption is violated. This means that the optimality onditions are more om-pliated to solve under limited information.Papers [III℄ and [IV℄ generalize the priing problem to multiple dimensions and gen-eral shapes of utility funtions. This means that the seller designs for eah buyer type abundle onsisting of a prie and multiple qualities that de�ne the produt. Paper [III℄develops an important notion of direted graph (digraph) presentation whih helps inrepresenting and analyzing the solution; see Nahata et al (2004) for related digraphsin more general problem with type-splitting and general ost struture. The digraphbasially onsists of the buyer types and the ative onstraints between the types. TheLagrange multipliers an be interpreted as �ows between the buyer types and the multi-pliers together form a �ow network. The Lagrange multiplier interpretation is disussedmore thoroughly in Paper [IV℄.The digraph presentation makes it easy to analyze the solution. First, the digraphrepresents the relation of the bundles, i.e., whih bundles are distorted in order to gainbetter pro�ts from the other bundles and how the pries are related to eah other. It isalso possible to do sensitivity analysis with respet to hanges in the buyer's preferenes.With small hanges it may happen that the ative onstraints do not hange, and withbigger hanges it is possible to guess the new ative onstraints and the orrespondingdigraph. Seond, the bundles position in the digraph is assoiated with the pro�tabilityand e�ieny of the bundle. The digraph gives a partial order to the bundles in termsof pro�t. The most pro�table bundles are at the end of the digraph, and these mustalso be the e�ient bundles in terms of quality.The struture of the digraph an be used in solving the optimization problem moree�iently, whih is explained in Paper [IV℄. If the digraph onsists of parts that do nothave ative onstraints between them, then these parts an be solved in parallel, i.e.,independent of eah other. Also, some other features of a spei� priing problem an13



be used in enhaning the optimization. For example, the number of onstraints an beredued dramatially when the buyers' utility funtions are known approximately andthe Lagrange multipliers an be dedued when they have distintive values.The most important part of solving the priing problem is �nding the ative on-straints as it reates onsiderable omplexity of solving the problem. When the ativeonstraints and the Lagrange multipliers are known, the optimization problem reduesto solving a set of independent nonlinear equations. From the seller's point of viewthese equations onsist of the buyers' marginal valuations depending on the ative on-straints. These equations an basially be solved in the same way as in Papers [I℄ and[II℄ under limited information. The problem is to know the ative onstraints and thefat that there are enormous number of ombinations when the utility funtions anbe of a general shape. It is alulated in Paper [III℄ that there are about 100 di�erentdigraphs when there are only three buyer types, and with around 15 types the numberof digraphs is over 10
100. This means that it may be di�ult or nearly impossible toguess the orret ative onstraints when there are many buyer types.The roles and interpretations of Lagrange multipliers are examined in Paper [IV℄.The multipliers an be interpreted as �ows between the buyer types. The optimalityonditions represent a general onservation law. This law means that in eah node of thedigraph the inoming �ows plus the weight of the orresponding buyer type must equalthe outgoing �ows. The multipliers also have the standard sensitivity interpretationby approximating how muh the optimal pro�t would hange if the onstraints werehanged a little. Paper [IV℄ also shows how the non-uniqueness of the multipliers isrelated to the stability of the solution. If some buyer types are bunhed together, thenthe range of possible multipliers is onneted to how muh the buyers' preferenes needto hange in order to break the bunh and hange the digraph.6.3 Optimization over the Learning PeriodPapers [I℄ and [II℄ study how the seller an learn the optimal solution under limitedinformation. These papers do not, however, examine how well the optimum is reahed,i.e., what happens during the learning period. Paper [V℄ de�nes di�erent learning pathsand analyzes these paths with respet to suitable riteria. The learning paths are de�nedby heuristis that use only limited information. The paths are ompared to the optimallearning path in terms of disounted pro�t, whih is omputed with omplete information14



and dynami programming. Besides the pro�t, the other riteria used in evaluation arethe learning time and the buyers' utilities over the learning period.The learning dynamis of Paper [V℄ are the gradient and di�erent modi�ed methods.The methods assume that the seller knows the buyers' marginal valuations loally aroundthe urrently sold bundles. The di�erene to Papers [I℄ and [II℄ is that the adjustmentis done ontinuously rather than taking some disrete steps. This means that the steplengths need not be de�ned in the methods of Paper [V℄, whih makes it easier to dothe omparison.The gradient method uses the steepest asent diretion to the seller's pro�t. Thenumerial experiments show that the gradient method improves the pro�t fast initiallybut it takes long time to learn the optimal solution. Paper [V℄ de�nes a lass of learningmethods, whih use diretions that both improve the seller's pro�t and are aeptablefor the buyers as well. Two methods are examined from this lass of methods: prieraise method and onstant diretion method. The former is similar to the gradientmethod, exept when there are no ative onstraints for a bundle. Only the prie israised when this happens. The numerial results show that the prie raise method �ndsthe optimum faster than the gradient method and gives better pro�ts in the end of thelearning period. The idea of the onstant diretion method is to update the quality ofa bundle towards the optimal value. This method �nds the optimal bundles faster andgives better utilities to the buyers than the other two methods. The method is, however,a bit problemati as it is assumed that the optimal struture of the solution is known.The optimal learning path is omputed using omplete information and dynamiprogramming (Bertsekas 2005). The quality-prie spae is disretized and the optimalpath is solved in a regular grid. The idea of the method is to de�ne a value, or apro�t-to-go funtion, in eah point of the grid. With these values the optimal path anbe solved by determining loally where the next step should be taken. The pro�t-to-gofuntion is solved by repeating the value iteration, whih takes into aount the futurepro�ts and disounting. The numerial results show that the optimal path may be faro� from the learning dynamis due to jumps, where some buyer types swith from onebundle to another. The jumps are di�ult to inlude in the learning dynamis sinesome bundles are updated even though none of the buyers buys them. If the buyers donot buy the bundle, the seller does not get information about the preferenes around thebundle. But if the optimal path does not involve jumps, it an be approximated withappropriate learning methods. When the disount fator is high, the gradient method15



is lose to the optimal path. On the other hand, if the seller wants to minimize thelearning time, the onstant diretion type of methods an be used.7 Conlusions and Diretions for Future Researh`Living bakwards!' Alie repeated in great astonishment. `I never heard of suh a thing!'`-- but there's one great advantage in it, that one's memory works both ways.'`I'm sure mine only works one way,' Alie remarked.`I an't remember things before they happen.'`It's a poor sort of memory that only works bakwards,' the Queen remarked.`What sort of things do you remember best?' Alie ventured to ask.`Oh, things that happened the week after next,' the Queen replied in a areless tone.Through the Looking-Glass, Lewis Carroll (Carroll 1871, Chapter V)This Dissertation develops a new learning approah for the nonlinear priing problem.The main ontributions are i) to show how the �rm an learn how many produts andwhat kind of produts should be put up for sale when the demand is unertain, andwhat information the �rm needs to do this, ii) to analyze mathematially the generalpriing problem with multiple quality dimensions and more general utility funtions, andiii) to examine the omputational questions of solving the priing problem numerially.The learning method is based on the use of linear tari�s and the revelation of thebuyers' marginal valuations. These valuations allow the �rm to evaluate the optimalityonditions and adjust the priing towards greater pro�ts.The developed methods help �rms in marketing questions suh as priing, produtplaement and di�erentiation. The approah, however, leaves aside important pratialissues like advertising, ompetition, soiology and psyhology (Wertenbroh and Skiera2002, Liehty et al 2005, Voelkner 2006). Some of these aspets ould be inluded inthe model with small modi�ations, like the brands and ompetition (Bonatti 2010).The methods extend to a variety of appliations as the priing model is an instaneof a general model of inomplete information. The priing model is also a Stakelberggame and these games o�er possible extensions and appliations to the methods. Therequirement for the learning approah is that the situation is repeated. This allowsthe players to learn about eah other's preferenes and make the adjustment to theirations. 16



One interesting future researh diretion is applying the methods to real-life prob-lems. This means modifying the model and mathing the available data to the model.One important aspet of the problem is data olletion and data mining (Chen et al1996, Kantardzi 2002), i.e., the extration of patterns from possibly huge data sets.Take, for example, Google who ollets enormous data sets from visitors. This data anbe used in �nding urrent trends, ustomer segmentation, or reating personalized adsbased on Internet usage and spatial information.Another researh diretion is to study further the omputational questions that wereraised in Papers [III℄ and [IV℄. What are good algorithms and heuristis to solve themultidimensional priing problem when all ustomer data is available and what aboutwhen the �rm has limited information? The model ould also be modi�ed to inlude,e.g., inventory, apaity and integer onstraints. It may, for example, be that somequality dimensions in the priing problem have only few possible quality levels, and thisould be modeled with mixed integer nonlinear programming framework. Moreover,it would be interesting to study real-time and nonlinear priing as an alternative toombinatorial autions (Sandholm 2002, de Vries and Vohra 2003).ReferenesAbreu D, Peare D, Stahetti E (1986) Optimal artel equilibria with imperfet moni-toring. Journal of Eonomi Theory 39(1):251�269Abreu D, Peare D, Stahetti E (1990) Toward a theory of disounted repeated gameswith imperfet monitoring. Eonometria 58(5):1041�1063Adams WJ, Yellen JL (1976) Commodity bundling and the burden of monopoly. TheQuarterly Journal of Eonomis 90(3):475�498Adida E, Perakis G (2006) A robust optimization approah to dynami priing andinventory ontrol with no bakorders. Mathematial Programming 107(1):97�129Akerlof GA (1970) The market for "lemons": Quality unertainty and the market meh-anism. The Quarterly Journal of Eonomis 84(3):488�500Andersson T (2005) Pro�t maximizing nonlinear priing. Eonomi Letters 88(1):135�139 17
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